SHUTTER COLORS & YOUR HOME
How to Complement Your Home with the Perfect Shutter Color
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1-800-250-2221 • Timberlane.com

CURB APPEAL &
THE PERFECT PALETTE
A home’s exterior colors are a great way to express your own personal style. Your exterior color
selection has an impact right from the moment anyone pulls up to the curb alongside your house.
That’s what curb appeal is all about. When it comes to finding ways to beautify your home and
add a pop of color to your facade, shutters are at the top of the list!

WONDERING WHERE TO START?
With the whole rainbow of colors to choose from, it can be difficult to know where to begin.
After more than two decades of consulting on the perfect shutter color, we’ve got a few ideas
for you to explore.
The biggest factor in choosing a shutter color is the color or material of a home’s exterior. From
the many color combinations we’ve seen over the years, here is a collection of the most popular,
as well as those that have made an impression on us, broken into two main categories: natural
materials (stone, stained wood, brick, etc.) and common paint colors for home exteriors.

NATURAL EXTERIORS
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COMMON COLORS

Always Custom. Always Quality. Always You.
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STONE EXTERIORS
Stone exteriors can create gorgeous curb appeal. Perhaps
due to their long history of use, they give off a timeless
appearance. And whether the stone has a gray or tan hue,
shutter colors are quite easy to select for stone homes.

Natural Exterior Materials

Some of our favorite color
pairings combine silvery
gray stone homes with
cool-toned shutter colors,
such as black, blue, green
or purple.

COLOR TIP: Using the
stone’s accent colors to inform your choice makes for
a beautiful, cohesive palette.
For instance, a home with
dark brown accent stones
looks great with dark brown
shutters, tying both into the
exterior color scheme.

Combining black &
white shutters can
add gorgeous
dimension to homes
with a tan stone.

Neutral Backdrops with Many Color Options
Many home exteriors are a beautiful raw material, such as stone or wood. These exterior materials
show off the natural variations in building materials, which creates texture and a timeless look.
They also have the benefit of giving you many shutter color and finish options. Most colors will
work on natural exteriors, with a handful of exceptions. Explore this section to see some of our
top shutter finish pairings for wood, stone, brick, and stucco homes.

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR STONE HOMES

WARM BROWN STONE

COOL GRAY STONE

BLACK PLUM

SLATE STONE

REALLY RED

KHAKI STONE

SO WHITE

PITCH BLACK

ANTIQUE
BOTTLE GREEN

BLUE
LAGOON

COUNTRY
RED

STAINED/
NATURAL

Timberlane.com • 800-250-2221
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BRICK EXTERIORS

WOOD EXTERIORS

Classic unpainted brick makes an appearance in neighborhoods all over the US, and for good reason! It’s a material
that is both stately and sturdy. Even better, nearly any shutter
color can work with brick. You will want to ensure that the
shutter and brick colors are varied enough to create the
desired effect. If they are too similar, the shutters may
become somewhat camouflaged.

Wooden exteriors come in many forms: shingles, clapboard,
shiplap, and more. Luckily, no matter what kind of wood is
used, this natural exterior is a versatile option when it comes
to selecting shutter colors. Like a classic pair of khakis,
natural wood exteriors can go with pretty much any shutter
color or finish.

COLOR TIP: Pay attention to
the undertones of the brick.
Is it an orangey red, or closer
to a burgundy-brown? Complementing the undertones
will create a more cohesive,
harmonious color scheme.

Buttoned-up black
shutters are always
a go to for brick homes,
giving a strong, bold look
to natural brick of any
shade.

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR BRICK HOMES

PALE PEACHY BRICK

CLASSIC DEEP RED BRICK
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COLOR TIP: When selecting
a color for your shutters,
avoid choosing a finish that
is similar to your home’s
exterior. If you go for stained
wood shutters, select a stain
that is noticeably darker
or lighter than the wood
exterior of your home.

One of our favorite
pairings combines dark
brown wood with white
shutters. This clean color
combination really draws
attention to the exterior
details by providing a
great contrast.

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR WOOD HOMES

CHARLESTON
PROPER GREEN

CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE

BLUE
LAGOON

COLONIAL
TIMES BLUE

SO WHITE

PITCH BLACK

EMERALD
GREEN

SLATE STONE

KHAKI STONE

SO WHITE

Always Custom. Always Quality. Always You.

LIGHT BLONDE WOOD

DARK BROWN WOOD

COUNTRY
RED

SLATE STONE

ENVY GREEN

COLONIAL
TIMES BLUE

SO WHITE

BLACK PLUM

COUNTRY
RED

KHAKI STONE

RAIN DROP

SO WHITE

Timberlane.com • 800-250-2221
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STUCCO EXTERIORS
Stucco’s texture creates unique visual interest. While many
think of homes in the Southwest, stucco can be found all
over the country on many home styles. Typically an off-white,
cream, or light tan, this exterior material offers a great backdrop for many shutter colors.

A stunning combination
we love to see is pale
turquoise shutters on
a yellowish stucco.
It gives this home such
a gorgeous, bright and
tropical look!

COLOR TIP: When selecting
a shutter color, remember
that white shutters may
be too similar to very light
stucco — having some
contrast is good. Similarly,
steer clear of pairing tan
shutters with a tan stucco.

Common House Colors
Complement Your Exterior Palette

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR STUCCO HOMES

TAN & PEACH STUCCO

GRAY AND WHITE STUCCO
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Home exteriors painted with color give you the opportunity to express your style on a huge canvas.
It’s often the first thing you notice about a home. However, a painted exterior can make choosing
a shutter color more tricky — especially if your home is not a neutral color. Fear not! There are plenty
of shutter color options for any home exterior. Browse this section to see some of our favorite shutter
and home color palettes.

CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE

TRAIL GREEN

ENVY GREEN

COLONIAL
TIMES BLUE

SO WHITE

PITCH BLACK

BLACK PLUM

COUNTRY
RED

OLIVE GREEN

SLATE STONE

Always Custom. Always Quality. Always You.
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WHITE EXTERIORS

YELLOW EXTERIORS

White houses have a naturally clean, airy look. Of course,
white creates a great backdrop for many shutter colors.
It’s a blank slate. However, different shades of off-white can
affect your ideal color pairing. Your shutter color will relate
to a warm, creamy off-white differently than a cool, bright
white.

Bright and sunny yellow infuses exterior palettes with a light
and happy feeling. Naturally, the color of sunshine gives us
a sense of energy. Though deeper, mustard yellows were
quite common in the 70s, most yellow homes today tend
to be a paler shade of yellow.

White homes with
earthy accents create
a fresh and cozy vibe.
Pair taupe, sage green,
or even a deep red
with these palettes
to make your home’s
exterior beautiful.

COLOR TIP: Deep shades
of many hues are excellent
shutter colors if you are
looking to give your windows
added definition. If you want
your windows to appear
larger, choose a subtle
neutral or light color.

COLOR TIP: When pairing
a shutter color with your
yellow home, avoid earth
tones and other shades of
yellow. In order to give the
home a defined look, dark
or saturated shutter colors
work best.

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR WHITE HOMES

WARM, OFF-WHITE EXTERIORS

COOL, BRIGHT WHITE EXTERIORS
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FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR YELLOW HOMES

BLACK PLUM

COUNTRY
RED

ENVY GREEN

SAGE GREEN

PITCH BLACK

CHARLESTON
PROPER GREEN

BLACK PLUM

BLUE
LAGOON

Always Custom. Always Quality. Always You.

Yellow homes of every
shade look great with
black shutters. Some
other foolproof options
include deep green or
bright white shutters.

COLONIAL
TIMES BLUE

PALE YELLOW EXTERIORS

SLATE STONE

BRIGHT YELLOW EXTERIORS

OLD ESSEX
GREEN

SLATE STONE

COLONIAL
TIMES BLUE

REALLY RED

SO WHITE

PITCH BLACK

ANTIQUE
BOTTLE GREEN

CHARLESTON
PROPER GREEN

SLATE STONE

SO WHITE

Timberlane.com • 800-250-2221
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BLUE EXTERIORS
Blue is a naturally calming color, making it an excellent choice
for homes! Whether pastel, jewel-tone, or muted, blue is one
of the most versatile of house colors. A wide range of shutter
colors can work on blue homes.

COLOR TIP: Pair light blues
with a darker color and deep
blues with a color that contrasts in hue or lightness. For
instance, a navy home may
be paired with deep red or
light blue, but another dark,
cool color may look muddled
against the navy exterior.

These shutters look great
on cerulean blue siding,
especially because the
pale red is present in
other exterior elements.
This can be applied to
any palette: just use the
colors that are woven
into your home exterior!

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR BLUE HOMES

LIGHT BLUE EXTERIORS

GRAY BLUE EXTERIORS

BLUE
LAGOON

SLATE STONE

KHAKI STONE

BLUE TOPAZ

SO WHITE

PITCH BLACK

CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE

HOLLY GREEN

SLATE STONE

SO WHITE

Timberlane.com • 800-250-2221
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GREEN EXTERIORS

TAN AND BROWN EXTERIORS

The presence of green seems to breathe life into any exterior
palette, particularly because of its association with nature.
From pale sage green to deep forest green exteriors, shutter
pairings in an earth tone are a classic match.

Over the past few decades, neutral colors have become a
top pick for home exteriors. Of all the neutral options, the
warmer, earthier colors such as tan and brown can be found
in neighborhoods throughout the US — and luckily, are some
of the easiest to find shutter colors to pair with.

These spring green
shutters look incredible
on this muted, graygreen exterior. Brighten
your muted exterior
with an unexpected
hue that borrows a
hint of color from the
surroundings.

COLOR TIP: If you love green
and want a monochromatic
look, make sure that your
green shutter color is darker
or lighter than your home’s
exterior by several shades.
If the color is too similar,
it will lose its effect.

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR GREEN HOMES

GRAY-GREEN EXTERIORS

SAGE GREEN EXTERIORS
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FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR TAN HOMES

CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE

HOLLY GREEN

ENVY GREEN

SO WHITE

STAINED/
NATURAL

EMERALD
GREEN

OLIVE GREEN

KHAKI STONE

SAGE GREEN

SO WHITE

Always Custom. Always Quality. Always You.

Deep hunter green
shutters seem to work
no matter what shade
of tan or brown your
home is. Another nofail option is deep red
shutters. Both of these
combinations are sure
to look beautiful!

COLOR TIP: For a headturning contrast, choose
a saturated, cool shutter
color to go with your tan
home, such as vibrant royal
blue. Likewise, a light shutter
color on a brown home
will create dimension and
long-lasting visual interest.

TAN EXTERIORS

BROWN EXTERIORS

PITCH BLACK

CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE

OLD ESSEX
GREEN

BLUE
LAGOON

COUNTRY
RED

EMERALD
GREEN

COUNTRY
RED

CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE

KHAKI STONE

COLONIAL
TIMES BLUE

Timberlane.com • 800-250-2221
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GRAY EXTERIORS
One of the most popular modern exterior colors, gray is
both versatile and current. And for a color most think of as
simply “black and white mixed together,” it sure has a lot of
range! There are many variations of gray that are tinted with
another color, such as taupe (brown and gray) or slate (blue
and gray). These subtle changes have a huge impact on the
personality of your home.

Black shutters and
taupe-gray exteriors
are clearly meant for
each other! Some of
our other favorites
include navy shutters
on a light gray exterior
and white shutters on
a charcoal-gray exterior.

COLOR TIP: Similar to white,
gray can be paired with nearly
any shutter color. Be sure to
avoid gray colors that are
too similar in shade. Even if
they are different colors, the
white balance should be a
few shades lighter or darker
between the two.

Ready to Get Started?
Now that you’ve got some basic pairing ideas, do you know which one
you’d choose for your home? There are so many options for every exterior.
If you’re still not sure which one you want, we can advise on your selection.
Whether your home exterior is silvery stone, classic brick, baby blue, or hot
pink, a Shutter Expert can help you narrow it down based on your unique
needs and style. Timberlane makes it easy—get started today!

FAVORITE SHUTTER COLOR OPTIONS FOR GREY HOMES

Contact a Timberlane Expert

1-800-250-2221 • Timberlane.com
CHARCOAL GRAY EXTERIORS

LIGHT GRAY EXTERIORS
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CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE

BLUE
LAGOON

SLATE STONE

SO WHITE

STAINED/
NATURAL

PITCH BLACK

BLACK PLUM

BLUE
LAGOON

COUNTRY
RED

SAGE GREEN

Always Custom. Always Quality. Always You.

